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Abstract
The study aims to describe a structural design process of South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium.
In general, a major spatial structure is designed on the basis of a changed form from a simple curve,
such as a spherical dome or a parabola, and an oval that have the constant radius of curvature. That is,
the structure adopts a double curvature of a geometrical pattern. The dome for this project however,
has an irregular shape that is symmetric to major axis due to the characteristics of confined sites and
the formative volition of architectural engineers. The study establishes a relationship between a form
and structure through a form characteristic analysis on the dome, and covers a structure type
selection process including nonlinear analysis through various alternative reviews. Pile construction
was carried out before concluding a structure system of the dome due to the process of the Fast Track
methods, and the study also deals with the design consideration accordingly.
Keywords : South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium, Free-Formed Shape, Steel Space Frame, Membrane Structure,
Nonlinear Snapping, Fast Track

1 Introduction
South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium is the fist of its kind in Korea, and is scheduled to be
constructed in Gocheok-dong, the south-western part of Seoul and a construction drawing is
currently in progress. With 62,443m2 gross area, the stadium features 22,258 seats for baseball
games or performance.
The substructure system of the stadium is built with RC Frame + PC Stand, the superstructure of the
dome is Steel Space Frame + Membrane Structure, and the size of the dome is 160M (width) x
218M (length) x 30M (height).
In general, a major spatial structure is designed on the basis of a changed form of a simple curve,
such as a spherical dome or a parabola, and an oval that have the constant radius of curvature. That is,
the structure adopts a double curvature of a geometrical pattern. The dome for this project however,
has an irregular shape that is symmetric to major axis due to the characteristics of confined sites and
the formative volition of architectural engineer.
The study established a relationship between a form and a structure through a form characteristic
analysis on the dome, and covers structure type selection process including nonlinear analysis
through various alternative reviews.
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a. Bird eye view

b. Elevation Drawing

c. Location Plan

Figure 1. South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium
The structure system of the confirmed dome is based on Space Frame, a Hard Structure. We
believed a stability analysis is required due to the irregularity of overall shapes, especially, the
expansion of the radius of curvature in the outfield.
Presently, professor Kim Seung-duk’s team at Semyung University is reviewing the nonlinear
snapping on the final model, and the study will examine overall bucking in regard to the Prototype
model which was implemented in advance.
Pile construction was carried out before concluding a structure system of the dome due to the process
of the Fast Track methods, and the study also deals with the design consideration accordingly.

2 Characteristic analysis of irregular shapes and methods to constructional
structural approach
2.1 Architecture Design Concept
Architecture design concept of South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium is as follows:
- Shaping waves of new changes in Anyangcheon
- Formative beauty illustrated in numerous dynamic waves created in baseball and the soft wave
of nature.
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Figure 2. Architecture Design Concept
The design on the shape of the dome has been developed through various sketches, production of
reduced models and digital modeling by ILKUN Architects & Engineers LTD.
Digital modelling was implemented through Rhinoceros® by Robert McNeel & Associates.

a. Building Shape Model

b. Structural Shape Model

Figure 3. 3D Digital Shape Model (Rhino)
2.2 Structural Design Concept
The shapes designed based on the aforementioned concept are irregular shapes like the Figure 5,
and we had to find an ideal structural shape in the process of design. An ideal shape of a major
spatial structure is a form resistance shape that can deliver the members of the external forces but it
is impracticable to create a complete form resistance shape which will not generate moment due to
the variability of design loads.
For such a structural reason including member fabrication and assembly, the study first investigated
the shape of structure through regularized surfaces that basis on analytic geometry, such as Sphere
and Torus.
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b. Gaussian curvature analysis (-9.8e-12~+9.8e-11)

a. Curvature analysis on long axis

c. Gaussian curvature analysis (-2.65e-12~2.65e-11)

Figure 4. Curvature Analysis
2.2.1 Surface Type
There are three types of surfaces with respect to the definition of the types of surfaces by applying
the surface definition of differential geometry.
- Regularized Surfaces : A type of surface that can be described as a two-dimensional function
of analytical geometry. In general, it can be approximated as a canonical shape, which is
discussed as a form of typological classification.
- Double-curved Surfaces : A surface of two-way curvature. It has a surface type with a
curvature degree so as to enable construction with the basic physical properties of construction
materials. In some cases, it requires additional molding beyond the limitation of physical
properties of construction materials or includes a surface type with a large degree of curvature
that would only enable construction by manual process.
- Developable Surfaces: Rule surfaces inheres linear property; a surface type that can be
regularized which requires precise skills in an actual technical process of digital models.
2.2.2 The relationship between a shape and (finishing materials) a structure
The relationship between a shape and a structure in an irregular building is as follows:
- Clearance between a shape and a structure (Figure 6); The clearance is support by secondary
structure member.
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- Devised a structural system from a shape (from the skin to the structure) (Figure 6); Molding
and fabrication according to each structural member.

a. Guggenhein Museum In Bilbao
(Frank O. Gehry)

b. Experience Music Project
(Frank O. Gehry)

Figure 5. Irregular Buildings
2.2.3 Shape of Dome Structure System
First of all, we proceeded a study to minimize the clearance between the shape of a building and a
structural system using various regularized surfaces. As a result, if we design based on regularized
surfaces having an entire shape type of a structure, the clearance between a shape and a structure will
create an extreme gap, thus we concluded that the secondary structure members will not be a solution.

200m
200m

150m

Figure 6. Image search of structure through Torus
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In the event where we design structural members according to a building shape, we were
concerned with production and construction errors that are likely to occur when assembling 10,000
or more members in three-dimensional for the 160M x 210M roof, let alone the increasing
construction costs and construction period. Thus, we excluded the plan from consideration due to
concerns of uncertainty, secondary stress and local stress of all behaviors caused by deviation to the
geometry which was devised on the supposition, including the design difficulties that the plan may
not be able to absorb the construction errors which would be relatively high impact.
Developer surface was difficult to apply in the project as the shape implementation using ruled
surface was extremely limited in major space.
Consequently, for South-Western Dom, we applied regularized surfaces in each major member
considering structural stability and workability and minimized the clearance between a form and a
structure and solved the clearance issue through secondary members.

3 Alternative Review and Final Structural System
The design of South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium was a project that has already completed in a
Half Dome and revised to a Full Dome in the later time; through diversified alternative reviews, such
as of Figure 7 ~ 11, a structure system shown in Figure 12 has been decided.

158m
H=30.0m

218m

< Elevation >

< Plane>

Grid System
Figure 7. Space Frame + Grid
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>
Figure 8. Space Frame + Cable Truss
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Figure 9. Grid Dome
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Figure 10. Cable Dome
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Figure 11. Space Frame + lens-type Dual Pneumatic Structure
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a. Commentary Model
Membrane Structure
(Membrane + Valley Cable)
Membrane Frame

Steel Space Frame

Outer Ring Column

RC Frame + PC Stand

b. Concept Drawing
Figure 12. Final Structure System
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4 Nonlinear Snapping Analysis
The load resistance mechanism of the dome is designed to resist the external forces reacting on the
exterior of surfaces to the internal forces of surfaces via the curvature of a structure; it can organize a
major space in an extremely effective section. However, the safety of the resistance system of a
compressometer is a rising concern due to its characteristics, and the characteristics on deformation
behavior of structures are also a concerning issue in design
A vital issue in this case is to identify the irregularity of overall shapes particularly, the
characteristics of unstable behaviors caused by the part where curvature decreases in the outfield.
Professor Kim Seung-duk’s team at Semyung University completed primary review on the Prototype
model, and they are currently reviewing the nonlinear snapping on the final model.

a. Analysis Model

b. Buckling Mode (1st)

c. Buckling Mode (3rd)

Figure 13. Nonlinear Snapping Analysis
The boundary condition of substructure and the Dome of Prototype Model set supposition on the
Sliding Pad and each member used Truss Element.(Most of the connection joints in actual design
adopted rigid connection and used Beam Element.) For the ratio of imperfection, 0.1 and 0.2% were
applied on 1st and 3rd Mode, and reviewed by setting supposition on loading condition, which is the
symmetry to each axis.
In the case of the uniformly distributed load model that applied 0.1% imperfection in the 1st Mode,
the ratio was roughly 16%; 130kN Bucking Load in 1529 and 20kN in Design Load.

5 Fast Track Design and Design Considerations
5.1 Fast Track
The project required revising the design to a Full-Dome from the existing Half-Dome structure
while the completion date was already concluded, thus inevitably, we proceeded with the design in
the Fast-Track method.
In the case of pile construction, the construction had to be completed before concluding the Roof
System thus, we had no choice but to design the foundation through analyzing the reaction pattern
associated with all alternatives discussed at the time.
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Classification
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RIB-Truss+Grid

RIB-Truss +Cable
Truss

Grid Dome

Cable Dome

Roof
Shape

System

Figure 14. Alternatives for Reaction Force
Due to the low Rise-Span Ratio and irregular shape, Column Reaction also did not have a uniformed
pattern. However, the more the rigidity of the internal membrane is smaller (ALT2), the more the
loading sharing will be transferred to the relatively vulnerable 1st and 3rd bases, without Dome
Action. In the case of a system having the uniformed rigidity as same as the Grid Dome (ALT3), we
confirmed that it effectively performs load balancing to the infield and outfield, which is
concentrated on the 1st and 3rd bases, thus we considered variation in the loads roughly 10~25%
within the same loading condition.
We assumed that there will be no major change to the Roof Shape in the design process due to the
narrowness of the land and height restriction. Accordingly, we designed the foundation considering
roughly 10~30% load distribution change.
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Figure 15. Reaction analysis according to conditions
5.2 Connection Path
The connection path between the infield and outfield had a restriction to the path width due to the
land restriction.
Hence, there will be extremely vulnerable rigidity in the flat area, which requires
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E.J. (Expansion Joint) plans that separates the behavior of infield
and outfield. Therefore, we reviewed in the combination of E.J.
application, location, the spot, and details considering the
connection between the roof and loading conditions (horizontal load
and temperature load).
- Applicability : Since the rigidity of the connection path is
extremely small, the separation of infield and outfield will be
Passage
carried out naturally even without actual E.J. installation, and if
horizontal displacement of the relevant section is satisfactory, we
were confident that the system will
be materialized only with increased ductility. As of a review result,
the member force by horizontal load (earthquake and wind) was not
significant as expected but we installed E.J. as the member forces
by temperature and shrinkage was significant.
Figure 16. Location Map of
- Relationship with Roof : Since a flexible structure formed in a
Connection Path
column of 30m long between sub-sutures and the roof absorbs
disproportionate displacement, there were no additional stresses. In
addition, since the rigidity of the 1st and 3rd bases of the roof is relatively slightly vulnerable,
superstructure and substructure is not separated as we believe the use of hysteresis detail with
substructure will not make positive impact.
- Application Location and Spot : Installing a number of E.J will clearly reduce the stress of the
relevant members. . In devising unit plans however, there are difficulties in installing E.J. The roof
spot could be excessively flexible as the rigidity of substructure reduces due to partition, thus to
prevent this, we installed only two spots of E.J. in unit and for the rest of the sections, we designed to
it to resist additional stresses through steel reinforcement.

a. Before installing E.J.

b. After installing E.J.

Figure 17. Intensity of Stress of E.J. Partial Members
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6 Conclusion
The relationship between a form and a structure is in close connection in a major spatial structure.
In the case of an irregular major spatial structure, the relationship of a form and a structure is
extremely influential in overall construction projects.
The South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium project required numerous reviews in each process from
the Concept Design stage to the Construction Document and took a lot of effort in the
communication between architects and engineers. Although the project required additional effort in
learning the 3D Sketch Tool, many errors that are likely to be generated in communication were
reduced using a digital shape model.
Even though we exert every effort in drawings to deliver our design intention to constructors, we
confirmed that there are many restrictions to properly provide irregular information in 2D drawings.
We are determined that producers and contractors will reduce errors through actively utilizing the 3D
digital shape model.
Furthermore, not only the information regarding 3D shape, but also we confirmed the necessity and
possibility with respect to the irregular major spatial project of BIM(Building Information Model,
Modeling), the parametric model that includes the property of each element.
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